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Abstract

Around the year 1200, the court of the Roman pope produced a list of all the bishops – and
hence of all the cities – in the Christian world. For the next three centuries this text was
copied and updated by kings, priests, lawyers and academics across Europe. The numerous
surviving manuscripts of this text – the so–called ‘Roman provincial’ – have received some
attention from scholars, but the sheer number of manuscripts has meant that any attempt
to catalogue and study them en masse is all but destined to fail. This article suggests a
different approach: that the most interesting feature of the provincial manuscripts is
their differences; the ways in which copyists changed the ecclesiastical and political geog-
raphy of Europe to meet their own preferences and expectations. Political geographers
and modern historians have long been aware of ‘contested cartographies’ and battles
over borders on maps; by studying the Roman provincial we can apply such lenses to
the medieval world too. Thirteenth-century kings were quite as aware as we are that
maps and lists constitute, rather than just describe, political realities.
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Lists are interesting. Although some colleagues who grapple with the excite-
ment of legal cases, battles, internecine village disputes or high politics
might yet dispute this statement, many would now accept it.1 Lists structure
our world: they both describe and constitute reality (at least in the minds of
the readers). For Jack Goody, they were characteristic of a literate rather
than oral culture: how could a list exist in a purely oral society? Lists
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1 See, inter alia, POLIMA: Le pouvoir des listes au Moyen Âge; http://polima.huma-num.fr/
(accessed 22 Aug. 2022); Jack Goody, The Domestication of the Savage Mind (Cambridge, 1995
[1977]), especially 74–111; Umberto Eco, The Infinity of Lists: From Homer to Joyce, trans. Alastair
McEwen (2009).
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encourage categorisation and division, hence reflecting the concerns of the
list-maker, irrespective of how peculiar such divisions might seem to readers
from other cultures.2

Many societies have lists; the Middle Ages were no different. Around 1200,
the papal court – the courtiers, administrators and clerics who formed the jur-
isdictional apex of medieval Christendom – put together a text. This was the
so-called Roman provincial, the Provinciale Romanum, a list of all the bishops
in the Christian world. As a list of all the bishops, the Roman provincial was
also a list of all the cities in Christendom. Of course, this was not the first
such list: earlier lists of all the bishops and all the cities in the world had
been written and copied since antiquity.3 But around 1200 a new list was
made. This list, the Roman provincial, would continue to be copied, altered
and updated until 1500.4

The Roman provincial listed all the bishops in the world. The bishops were
divided up both geopolitically and by province. So, for example, most manu-
scripts of the provincial read:5

In Anglia In England

Archiepiscopus Cantuarien’ h(os) h(abet)
s(uffraganeos)

The archbishop of Canterbury has these suffragans:

Londonien’ London

2 Goody, Domestication of the Savage Mind, 74–111; See, famously, the short (fictional) story by
Jorge Luis Borges, ‘The Analytical Language of John Wilkins’, in Other Inquisitions, 1937–1952,
trans. Ruth Simms (Austin, 1964), 101–5, and, of course, Michel Foucault, The Order of Things: An
Archaeology of the Human Sciences, trans. Alan Sheridan (2002 [1970]), xvi–xxvi.

3 Fabrice Delivré, ‘Du nouveau sur la “Liste de Florence”: la chronique du Pseudo-Godel (v. 1175)
et la préhistoire du Provinciale Romanum du xiiie siècle’, Bibliothèque de l’École des chartes, 167 (2009),
353–74.

4 For scholarship on the provincial, see Delivré, ‘La chrétienté en liste. Genèse et fortunes du
provincial de l’Église romaine (xiie–xve siècle)’, in Écritures grises. Les instruments de travail des admin-
istrations (xiie–xviie siècle), ed. Arnaud Fossier, Johann Petitjean and Clémence Revest (Paris, 2019),
497–529; Florian Mazel, L’évêque et le territoire. L’invention médiévale de l’espace (ve–xiiie siècle) (Paris,
2016), 359–63; Dominique Iogna-Pratt, ‘The Meaning and Usages of Medieval Territory’, Annales
HSS (English Edition), 72 (2017), 91–100; Benedict Wiedemann, ‘The Joy of Lists: The Provinciale
Romanum, Tribute and ad limina Visitation to Rome’, Revue d’histoire ecclésiastique, 116 (2021), 61–
97; Heinrich Börsting, Das Provinciale Romanum mit besonderer Berücksichtigung seiner handschriftlichen
Überlieferung (Lengerich, 1937); Götz-Rüdiger Tewes, ‘Das spätmittelalterliche Papsttum und die
Problematik der Raumerfassung’, in Raum und Raumvorstellungen im Mittelalter, ed. Jan Aertsen
and Andreas Speer (Berlin, 1997), 603–12, at 608; Hans-Joachim Schmidt, ‘Raumkonzepte und geo-
graphische Ordnung kirchlicher Institutionen im 13. Jahrhundert’, in Raumerfassung und
Raumbewußtsein im späteren Mittelalter, ed. Peter Moraw (Stuttgart, 2002), 87–125, at 102–5; idem,
Kirche, Staat, Nation: Raumgliederung der Kirche im mittelalterlichen Europa (Weimar, 1999), 234–48;
Peter Linehan, ‘Utrum reges Portugalie coronabantur annon’, A politica portuguesa e as suas relacoes exter-
iores, 2o Congresso historicao de Guimares (3 vols., Guimares, 1997), II, 387–401, reprinted in idem, The
Processes of Politics and the Rule of Law: Studies on the Iberian Kingdoms and Papal Rome in the Middle Ages
(Aldershot, 2002).

5 This example is taken from Vatican City, Bibliotheca Apostolica Vaticana, Ross 476, f. 52v.
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Roffen’ Rochester

Cicestren’ Chichester

Wintonien’ Winchester

Exonien’ Exeter

Wellen’ et uniti Wells and, united,

Bathonien’ Bath

Lincolnien’ Lincoln

Saresbinien’ Salisbury

Wigornien’ Worcester

Hereforden’ Hereford

Conventren’ Coventry

Lichfelden’ Lichfield

Norwicen’ Norwich

Elien’ Ely

Meneven’
…

St David’s

Landaven’ Llandaff

Bangoren’ Bangor

De Sancto Asaph’ St Asaph

Archepiscopus Eboracen’ h(os) h(abet)
s(uffraganeos)

The archbishop of York has these suffragans:

Dunelmen’ Durham

Carleocen’ Carlisle

Candidecrise [sic] Galloway

There is a geopolitical heading (In Anglia – ‘In England’) and then divisions
by provinces – Canterbury and York. The cities of England and Wales are
enumerated in order. The internal logic of the provincial is thus fairly sim-
ple: the list is divided by polity and by ecclesiastical province; by both secu-
lar and ecclesiastical unit; by both king and archbishop. This logical
division, as well as being observable from the manuscripts, is also con-
firmed by one of our earliest literary references to the provincial. Gerald
of Wales, in one of his frequent attempts to get the diocese of St David’s
recognised as an archdiocese (and as the metropolitan of the other Welsh
dioceses, none of which were – according to Gerald – subject to
Canterbury), appealed to Pope Innocent III. When Gerald was in Rome,
around 1199, Innocent called on his copy of the Roman provincial to
check the status of St David’s.
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Innocent

ordered his register to be brought, where the Cathedral Churches, both
metropolitans and their suffragans, from all the world of the faithful
and every kingdom are enumerated in order. And when he turned to
the kingdom of the English, it was written there in this manner and
read: ‘The metropolitan of Canterbury has these suffragan churches:
Rochester, London’, and so on in order. But with the suffragan churches
of England all enumerated, [and] with a rubric ‘concerning Wales’ [De
Wallia] interposed, it continued in this manner: ‘In Wales, the Church of
St David’s, Llandaff, Bangor and St Asaph’. When this was heard, the
pope suggested, as if taunting and mocking, ‘See! The Church of St
David’s is numbered with the others’.

Gerald replied: ‘But that [Church] and the others of Wales are not num-
bered in the same manner as the others, that is to say, in the accusative,
as the suffragans of England. If they had been, then they could indeed
have been considered subject’.

To which the pope said ‘You saw that well. But there is something else
which similarly works for you and your church, that is to say, the inserted
rubric, which is never added to the register, except where there should be
a transition either from kingdom to kingdom or from metropolitan to
metropolitan’. ‘That’s true!’, said Gerald, ‘And Wales is a part of the
Kingdom of England, not a kingdom itself’.6

We can see fairly clearly that this register was a provincial. The bishops under
a metropolitan archbishop are subject to that archbishop, and a rubric denotes
either a change in political unit, or a change from archiepiscopal province to
archiepiscopal province.

Although, in the example above, the provincial manuscript merely includes
an abbreviation mark at the end of each diocese (e.g. Londonien’), those manu-
scripts that do not abbreviate overwhelmingly seem to give place names rather
than groups of people. So, for example, Bamberg, Staatsbibliothek [BS], Msc.
Can. 91 gives Londoniensem – ‘London’, a city, rather than ‘the Londoners’.
The provincial – from the manuscripts I have looked at – envisages bishops
as bishops of dioceses rather than as bishops of groups of people. In this art-
icle, I have only expanded the place names where the original manuscript has
done so.

The provincial was divided geopolitically. The overall layout of the provin-
cial is very consistent across the manuscripts. Most (although not all) manu-
scripts of the provincial begin with a list of all the churches in the city of
Rome which had cardinals, beginning of course with the cardinal-bishops,
and then list the archbishops and bishops of the provinces of Italy, Sicily
and Istria, then the rest of Croatia and the Dalmatian coast; Hungary;
Poland; Germany, Austria and Livonia; Burgundy and Lotharingia; modern-day

6 ‘Giraldi Cambrensis De iure et statu Menevensis ecclesiae dialogus’, in Giraldi Cambrensis opera,
ed. J. S. Brewer, James F. Dimock and George F. Warner (8 vols., 1861–91), III, 165–6.
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France; Spain and Portugal; England; Scandinavia; Scotland and Ireland;
Sardinia; and then the dioceses ultra mare – beyond the sea, in Jerusalem
and the Holy Land.7

When one considers that any list betrays the worldview of its compiler, it is
easy to see how this layout gave rise to the view that the provincial created,

in the form of lists and tables, an administrative order establishing con-
tinuity with the center via concentric circles, like a “new empire, in
which papal authority radiated outward, urbi et orbi, over all the provinces
and bishoprics of Christendom.8

The recent scholarship on the provincial – from, inter alia, Fabrice Delivré and
Florian Mazel – has tended to take this view: that the layout of the provincial
makes it a conceptual tool of papal monarchy, whereby Rome is at the centre
of the world and Christendom – under the authority of the pope – radiates out
to the periphery. Delivré, the scholar who has focused most on the provincial
itself and its manuscripts in recent years, has significantly advanced our
understanding of the genesis and use of the text.9 Delivré’s work on the genesis
of and precursors to the provincial, and his overview of the fortunes of the
provincial are excellent, in terms of identifying manuscripts and proving
that the provincial was first compiled around the year 1200. Florian Mazel,
on the other hand, was less interested in the provincial per se, and more
focused on whether and how it contributed to his arguments as to how the
medieval Church pioneered the creation of ‘space’ (identifying social identities
or political authority with particular territory). For Mazel, the provincial
represented the theocratic papacy’s new territorial understanding of
Christendom; the imperial papacy saw itself at the head of the Church and
the World: ‘not only … a mental image of the orbis christianorum ruled by
Rome, but also … a true instrument of government at the service of the
pope and the Curia, as evidenced by its [the provincial’s] copying into a series
of administrative tools with diplomatic or fiscal purposes’.10 The provincial is,
for Mazel, a conceptual and practical tool of papal monarchy, part of the mus-
cular, activist, post-Gregorian papacy’s desire to govern the world from Rome.

There is value to that view – the view that the purpose of the provincial was
to make Christendom ‘legible’ to the pope; a sort of James Scott avant le lettre.11

Certainly, I am willing to believe that such could have been the intention of the
original compiler of the provincial at the papal court, in the years before 1200.

7 On this ‘itinerary’, see Valérie Theis, ‘Se représenter l’espace sans carte: Pratiques d’écriture de
la Chambre apostolique au xive siècle’, in Entre idéel et matériel: Espace, territoire et légitimation du pou-
voir (v. 1200–v. 1640), ed. Patrick Boucheron, Marco Folin and Jean-Philippe Genet (Paris, 2018), 329–
64.

8 Iogna-Pratt, ‘Medieval Territory’, 97, quoting Delivré. See also, for example, Jean-Philippe
Genet, ‘Introduction’, in Entre idéel et matériel, ed. Boucheron et al., 11–27.

9 Delivré, ‘Du nouveau sur la “Liste de Florence”’, 353–74; idem, ‘La chrétienté en liste’, 497–529.
10 Mazel, L’évêque et le territoire, 360–3.
11 James Scott, Seeing Like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have Failed

(New Haven, 1998).
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Let us say, however, that the intent of the provincial was indeed to lay out
all the bishops and cities of Christendom and to emphasise Roman centrality
and papal supremacy, to make the world legible to the City. Even if that is the
case, papal control of that image vanished as soon as the first copy of the pro-
vincial left the Curia. Copyists outside the Roman court – and most manu-
scripts of the provincial must have been copied outside the immediate papal
sphere – could change and alter the picture presented by the provincial to
fit their own views of what the world should look like.

Manuscripts of the provincial are found everywhere: royal courts, episcopal
and archiepiscopal administrations, lawyers’ handbooks, works of theology, in
monasteries, and in chronicles. Most of these copyists were not papal scribes.
As soon as the first visitor to the papal court copied the first provincial, and
carried it outside Rome, and had it copied again, the papal court lost control
of the spread of the provincial. And, as well as losing control of the spread of
the provincial, the Curia lost control of what the provincial said. When a scribe
in England or France made a copy of the Roman provincial, they had the ability
to alter the political and ecclesiastical geography of Europe to bring it into line
with what they thought it ought to be.

The provincial is arguably interesting as a tool of papal power, but the many
different manuscripts of the provincial are also interesting because they tell us
about ‘contested cartographies’: battles over borders, and differing ideas
about what precisely is inside a particular political or ecclesiastical unit. A pro-
vincial copied in one place can have a very different idea of what Europe looks
like compared to a contemporary provincial copied somewhere else.

This methodology – of ‘Cartographic Struggle’ rather than ‘seeing like a
state’ (to put it crudely) – is fairly easy to understand: lists, like maps are
not objective statements of the world but political claims, ways of acting
upon and changing the world, at least partially constitutive of political real-
ities.12 An article in the Washington Post in 2020 drew attention – apparently
with surprise – to Google Maps’ policy of, for example, altering the borders
of Kashmir depending on whether one accesses Google Maps from within
India or not.13 The scholarship on cartographic struggle over the last thirty
or so years has offered fascinating insights into how modern societies use
maps as weapons; we would be foolish to assume that pre-modern societies
did not do the same with both lists and maps.14 Mapping and ‘counter-
mapping’ – the ‘appropriation of the cartographic discourse of a dominant
power to oppose and challenge its views on territories’ – are present within

12 Fundamental is the work of John B. Hartley: see ‘Deconstructing the Map’, Cartographica, 26
(1989), 1–20; and ‘Maps, Knowledge, and Power’, reprinted in Hartley, The New Nature of Maps:
Essays in the History of Cartography, ed. Paul Laxton (2001), 51–81.

13 Greg Bensinger, ‘Google Redraws the Borders on Maps Depending on Who’s Looking’,
Washington Post, 14 Feb. 2020: https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/02/14/google-
maps-political-borders/ (accessed 22 Aug. 2022).

14 Reuben S. Rose-Redwood, ‘Governmentality, Geography, and the Geo-coded World’, Progress in
Human Geography, 30 (2006), 469–86, at 479; Nick Blomley and Jeff Summers, ‘Mapping Urban Space:
Governmentality and Cartographic Struggles in Inner City Vancouver’, in Governable Places: Readings
on Governmentality and Crime Control, ed. Russell Smandych (Aldershot, 1999), 261–86.
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the provincial manuscripts.15 This dynamic – conflicts over what the world is
supposed to look like, played out through different manuscripts of the Roman
provincial – is to me a much more profitable way of approaching the provincial
than purely as a tool of papal authority.

This approach also frees us from aiming to construct stemmatic diagrams,
or to reconstruct the ‘original’ ur-Text of the provincial.16 While it is useful
still to identify provincial manuscripts which seem to share a common exem-
plar, a full stemmatic diagram is probably impossible; I intend to move forward
by studying different manuscripts and attempting to explain their differing
worldviews.

It should be admitted that the two viewpoints – cartographical struggle and
seeing like a state – are not necessarily opposed. If one accepts that different
copyists could change the picture of the world presented in the provincial to
bring it into line with the world as they thought it ought to be, then logically
the copyists at the papal Curia could do exactly that, and use the text to curate
an image of the centrality of papal monarchy.17 Some provincials, Roman pro-
vincials in the geographical rather than nominative sense, must indeed present
the papacy as the centre of world and ‘papal authority radiat[ing] outward, urbi
et orbi, over all the provinces and bishoprics of Christendom’.

What, however, does taking a more localist view – believing that local copy-
ists could simply change what the provincial said – do to our view of the sup-
posedly monolithic ‘papal monarchy’? Really all it does is bring it into line with
how most scholars of the papacy see the period formerly known as the ‘papal
monarchy’. The pope was not, and never could be, an absolute ruler. Papal let-
ters and documents were issued at the initiative of petitioners. As soon as a
papal missive left Rome, its realisation was left up to those in the provinces.
Papal instructions could be ignored, or enforced in selective ways, as local
agents wished.18 The pope could do nothing to prevent it. As with the papal
monarchy in general, so with the provincial: local agency matters most.

The sources

I do not know how many manuscripts of the provincial are still extant:
certainly more than a hundred, probably hundreds. The earliest manuscripts
survive from the early thirteenth century – soon after the list was first com-
piled – and the latest from the late fifteenth century. Without a full catalogue
of all the surviving manuscripts – a vast task, manageable only by a well-
funded team working for years – I can only speak about those I have seen,

15 Daniel Foliard and Nader Nasiri-Moghaddam, ‘Contested Cartographies: Empire and
Sovereignty on a Map of Sistān, Iran (1883)’, Imago Mundi, 72 (2020), 14–31.

16 The title of this paper is self-consciously taken from Martin Brett’s classic article ‘Creeping up
on the Panormia’; many of the points he made about the manuscripts of the Panormia (an important
canon law compilation of the late eleventh or early twelfth century) are equally true for the pro-
vincial, if not more so. Martin Brett, ‘Creeping up on the Panormia’, in Grundlagen des Rechts.
Festschrift für Peter Landau zum 65. Geburtstag, ed. Richard Helmholz et al. (Paderborn, 2000), 205–70.

17 I owe this point to one of the anonymous reviewers.
18 Benedict Wiedemann, Papal Overlordship and European Princes, 1000–1270 (Oxford, 2022), 1–20, 167.
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around fifty or so manuscripts. Fifty seems to me to be a significantly large
sample from which to draw some conclusions about the provincial, as I have
done in this article.

Large numbers of provincials survive in the Bibliothèque nationale de
France [BnF], the British Library [BL] and the Bibliotheca Apostolica
Vaticana [BAV]. Smaller numbers exist in various other archives, such as the
Staatsbibliothek in Munich. Then there are numerous archives with one
copy of the provincial: St John’s College, Cambridge, for example. The provin-
cial was certainly copied as far northwest as Scotland, and probably as far east
as Poland.19 The nature of medieval manuscript survival means that, unsur-
prisingly, more fifteenth-century provincials seem to survive than fourteenth-
century provincials, and likewise for fourteenth- and thirteenth-century
provincials, although this is only my impression.

In general, provincials appear in manuscripts bound up with other texts.
Provincials are not infrequently found in manuscripts of Martin of Troppau’s
Chronicle of the Popes and Emperors, presumably because both aspired to
some sort of universal scope.20 Worcester, Cathedral Library, F 38 contains a
provincial as well as texts on pastoral care (e.g. the Speculum iuniorum) and
Buonaguida of Arezzo’s Summa on dispensations and privileges. Hereford,
Cathedral Library, P.VII.3 copies a provincial into a manuscript which also con-
tains glosses and commentary on Gratian. The register of Andrea Sapiti, a
fourteenth-century proctor at the papal Curia, contains a provincial.21

Formularies of the various departments of the papal Curia often contained a
provincial, especially the chancery, the chamber and the penitentiary.22

Occasionally, however, one finds a provincial in a stand-alone libellus, such
as Cambridge, St John’s College, G.9.

As well as appearing as a text in itself, medieval writers used and mentioned
the provincial in other works, as we have already seen with Gerald of Wales.
Gervase of Tilbury mined it for geographical information for his Otia
Imperialia (s.xiiiin).23 Alexander Minorita found it a helpful resource when he
wrote his commentary on the Apocalypse (c. 1235–40s).24 Jean de
Saint-Victor used his house’s provincial manuscripts when compiling the

19 See Cambridge, Corpus Christi College [CCCC], 171A (c. 1440s) and Wrocław, Wrocław
University Library [WUL], R 262 (s.xv1).

20 Wolfgang-Valentin Ikas, Fortsetzungen zur Papst- und Kaiserchronik Martins von Troppau aus
England, 2nd edn (Hannover, 2004), 87–8 n. 17.

21 Il registro di Andrea Sapiti, procuratore alla curia avignonese, ed. Barbara Bombi (Rome, 2007), no.
32, pp. 151–87.

22 Chancery: Michael Tangl, Die päpstlichen Kanzleiordnungen von 1200–1500 (Innsbruck, 1894), 3–32;
Der Liber Cancellariae Apostolicae vom Jahre 1380, ed. Georg Erler (Leipzig, 1888), 16–43;
Penitentiary: e.g. BAV, Ott. Lat. 333; Chamber: Emil Göller, ‘Der Liber Taxarum der päpstlichen
Kammer’, Quellen und Forschungen aus italienischen Archiven und Bibliotheken, 8 (1905), 113–73, 305–
343, at 152–6.

23 Gervase of Tilbury, Otia Imperialia: Recreation for an Emperor, ed. S. E. Banks and J. W. Binns
(Oxford, 2002), xlvi, 216–25, 272–85, 298–305, 312–15, 346–7.

24 Alexander Minorita, Expositio in Apocalypsim, ed. Alois Wachtel (Weimar, 1955), 53, 156, 445.
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Memoriale historiarum (s.xiv1).25 In 1417, at the council of Constance, the English
and French delegations argued over the voting rights of the English, whether
England was a true ‘nation’. Both sides drew on the provincial to buttress their
case.26 At the very end of the Middle Ages, Mercator used it for his Atlas.27

These uses of the provincial – in many different texts, for many different pur-
poses – all potentially demonstrate both the ubiquity and authoritativeness of
the provincial. These writers all had access to a text (or multiple texts) of the
provincial, and they all thought it was sufficiently ‘right’ to be mined for infor-
mation to support their arguments.

Interestingly, Latin was not the only language of the provincial: Munich,
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek Cgm 1112 (dating from c. 1475) is in German;
and BL, Egerton 1500 (c. 1321–4) contains a Provençal or Occitan version of
the provincial. Based on an analysis of the other texts in the Egerton codex,
Catherine Léglu and Alexander Ibarz have plausibly suggested that Egerton
1500 was produced for ‘an Occitan-speaking court with anti-English,
pro-French interests, that was linked by marriage to the family of Robert of
Naples’.28 This provincial then was copied for a lay audience, not for church-
men. On Léglu’s point of having anti-English interests, it is worth noting
that the Occitan translation of the list of kings who have the privilege of being
crowned and anointed (a list very often found in the provincial) misses out the
king of England completely; normally the English king is one of the four kings
who can be crowned and anointed, along with Sicily, France and Jerusalem.29

Perhaps this was an intentional change to downgrade English royalty.

25 BnF, Latin 15010, f. 43r; Isabelle Guyot-Bachy, Le Memoriale historiarum de Jean de Saint-Victor.
Un historien et sa communauté au début du XIVe siècle (Turnhout, 2000), 365–7.

26 Magnum Oecumenicum Constantiense Concilium de universali ecclesiae reformatione, unione et fide,
ed. Hermann von der Hardt (6 vols., Frankfurt/Leipzig, 1696–1700), V, 57–103; The Council of
Constance: The Unification of the Church, trans. Louise Loomis, ed. John H. Mundy and Kennerly
Woody (New York, 1961), 315–24, 329, 335–49; Unity, Heresy and Reform, 1378–1460: The Conciliar
Response to the Great Schism, ed. and trans. Christopher Crowder (1977), 109–26. The scholarship
on this is considerable: see Andrea Ruddick, ‘The English “Nation” and the Plantagenet
“Empire” at the Council of Constance’, in The Plantagenet Empire, 1259–1453, ed. Peter Crooks,
David Green and W. Mark Ormrod (Donington, 2016), 109–27; Jean-Philippe Genet, ‘English
Nationalism: Thomas Polton at the Council of Constance’, Nottingham Medieval Studies, 28 (1984),
60–78; Robert Swanson, ‘Gens secundum cognationem et collectionem ab alia distincta? Thomas
Polton, Two Englands, and the Challenge of Medieval Nationhood’, in Das Konstanzer Konzil als
europäisches Ereignis: Begegnungen, Medien und Rituale, ed. Gabriela Signori and Birgit Studt
(Ostfildern, 2014), 57–87; Louise Loomis, ‘Nationality at the Council of Constance: An
Anglo-French Dispute’, American Historical Review, 44 (1939), 508–27.

27 Gerardi Mercatoris, Atlas etc, ed. Jodocus Hondius (Amsterdam, 1607), 287, 399; Marina
Rajaković, Ivka Kljajić and Miljenko Lapaine, ‘Map Projection Reconstruction of a Map by
Mercator’, in Cartography from Pole to Pole: Selected Contributions to the XXVIth International
Conference of the ICA, Dresden 2013, ed. Manfred Buchroithner, Nikolas Prechtel and Dirk
Burghardt (Berlin, 2014), 31–44, at 35.

28 Catherine Léglu, ‘A Genealogy of the Kings of England in Papal Avignon: British Library,
Egerton MS. 1500’, eBritish Library Journal 2013, article 18, at p. 20; Alexander Ibarz, ‘The
Provenance of the Abreujamens de las estorias (London, British Library, Egerton MS. 1500) and the
Identification of Scribal Hands (c. 1323)’, eBritish Library Journal 2013, article 12.

29 BL, Egerton 1500, f. 67v.
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The diversity of contexts for surviving provincial manuscripts makes it hard
to generalise about who copied them and for whom. Secular rulers definitely
kept copies, most obviously the thirteenth-century Capetian kings of France, as
I will show later in this article, and the court affiliated to Robert of Naples
which produced Egerton 1500. The different organs of the papal Curia kept
many copies, that is clear, and those copyists must have been papal scribes
and notaries (or, in some cases, freelancers working at the Curia). Many – per-
haps most, at least most surviving – copies probably come from ecclesiastical
institutions: abbeys, monasteries and episcopal chanceries, copied with chroni-
cles, formularies or other texts. Whether that is because medieval ecclesias-
tical archives in general tend to have a better survival rate than secular
archives is uncertain.

Does the creation of the provincial around the year 1200 attest to a new
desire to list the world at that time? Certainly, it does seem that listing was
a particular interest: the proliferation of estate surveys from the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries attests to that. Tom Bisson’s argument in The Crisis of
the Twelfth Century that there was a growth in accountancy and accountability
from the later twelfth century has a corollary that running accounts must have
been kept to enable ‘true’ accounting.30 Bisson’s argument, however, does not
really apply to the provincial. The provincial is not a new tool, but an improve-
ment on existing lists; the provincial text composed around the year 1200 is
not the first attempt to list all the bishops in Christendom. Fabrice Delivré
has explored the immediate precursor to the Roman provincial, the
‘Florence List’. The Florence List, in turn, made use of the Notitia Galliarum
(composed around 400) as well as other texts.31 Thus the provincial is not a
new paradigm but essentially an improved version of similar lists which had
already been being compiled for centuries. Rather than being part of sudden
desire to list the world, the provincial exists as the latest in a long series of
attempts to codify the bishops and cities of Christendom. Florian Mazel
would, I think, point out that the creation of a new list at this time – even
if not fundamentally different in conception from existing lists of bishops
and cities – is itself worthy of comment, attesting to a desire or need at this
time for the papacy to ‘create’ space; the provincial is, for Mazel, part of the
territorialisation and imperialisation of the medieval Church and papacy
which occurred following the Investiture Contest.32

Battles in the manuscripts

If, as I argued above, cartographical struggle rather than ‘seeing like a state’ is
the more profitable approach, then the next question is: can we actually see
and explain any cartographic struggles in our provincial manuscripts?
Without wanting to multiply examples to the point of tedium, I will spend

30 Thomas N. Bisson, The Crisis of the Twelfth Century: Power, Lordship, and the Origins of European
Government (Princeton, 2009); Benedict Wiedemann, ‘The Character of Papal Finance at the Turn
of the Twelfth Century’, English Historical Review, 133 (2018), 503–32.

31 Delivré, ‘Du nouveau sur la “Liste de Florence”’, 353–74.
32 Mazel, L’évêque et le territoire, 360–3.
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most of the rest of this article going through some case studies where I think
one can see precisely such struggles and differences.33 First we will look at how
France is portrayed in thirteenth-century provincials; then we will turn to
Scotland across the entire later Middle Ages; then the development of how
Iberia and Brittany were described; and finally the view of Christendom offered
by an Eastern provincial, from Wrocław. These sections, though on the face of
it unconnected, illustrate the different ways in which the world in the provin-
cial could change: the rubrics and layout could be intentionally changed, with
the aim of advancing political claims. The provincial could be accidentally
changed, to bring a real but surprising aberration into line with perceived nor-
malcy. Over time, the descriptions of parts of the world might become more
developed and detailed. And finally (albeit perhaps obviously), provincials
written in one part of the world might display considerable interest and
knowledge about their locality, but utter ignorance about a place far away
about which the copyist knew nothing. That trend probably even afflicted
the papal Curia itself – we err in assuming that the pope really knew chapter
and verse about his most distant dioceses.

Francia in the thirteenth century: royal politics

Several of our earliest provincials survive in the milieu of the Capetian royal
court. In the registers of Philip II Augustus (r.1190–1223) there is a provincial,
probably copied around 1220. The editors of Philip’s registers believed that the
provincial in BnF Latin 6191 (also copied in 1220) was copied from a similar
exemplar to the version in Philip’s registers.34 The provincial in BnF Latin
6191 bears a number of similarities to a provincial copied into BL Additional
MS. 34254. The most obvious similarity is that, halfway through the provincial
proper (the list of all the dioceses in Christendom), BnF Latin 6191 includes a
list of which English dioceses are contiguous with each other. BL Additional
34254 also includes this list after the provincial. So, for example: Notandum
est quod Cantuariensis diocesis conterminatur Roffen’, Cicestren’, Lindonien’ (sic) –
‘Note that the diocese of Canterbury borders Rochester, Chichester and
London’. The order of dioceses is the same in both BnF Latin 6191 and BL
Additional 34254: Canterbury; Rochester; London; Chichester; Winchester;
Bath; Exeter; Salisbury; Worcester; Hereford; Chester; York; Durham; Carlisle;
Norwich; Ely – BnF Latin 6191 misses out Worcester and Durham, however.
This list is pretty uncommon – the only other provincial manuscript I have
seen which includes it is BnF Latin 4910, a fourteenth-century manuscript
which I suspect is copied from the same exemplar as BnF Latin 6191.35

Consequently, I suspect that BnF Latin 6191, BL Additional 34254 and the

33 The nature of this article is such that I do not intend to provide exhaustive references for
every case study, since doing so would constitute a comprehensive bibliography to thirteenth-,
fourteenth- and fifteenth-century European ecclesiastical and secular politics.

34 Les registres de Philippe Auguste, ed. John W. Baldwin et al. (Paris, 1992), 355–6.
35 Wiedemann, ‘Joy of Lists’, 84–5. It is also found in Bartholomew Cotton’s Historia Anglicana:

Bartholomaei de Cotton, Monachi Norwicensis, Historia Anglicana (AD 449–1298), necnon eiusdem Liber de
Archiepiscopis et Episcopis Angliae, ed. Henry Luard (1859), 417–18.
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provincial in Philip’s registers all share a fairly close common exemplar (as
probably does the later BnF Latin 4910).

They are also close to each other in time. BnF Latin 6191 and the provincial
in Philip’s register date from 1220. The provincial in BL Additional 34254 was
probably copied in c. 1221–2. The same hand that copied the provincial has also
made a list of all the previous bishops of every English see by name. Although
later hands have updated the list, the original hand appears to name the
bishops down to 1221–2 (Eustace de Fauconberg, r.1221–8, is listed as the cur-
rent bishop of London, and Ranulf of Warham, r.1217–22, as current bishop of
Chichester), hence a date of around 1221–2 seems likely.36 The interest, in this
manuscript, in English ecclesiastical affairs (listing the past bishops of English
dioceses) suggests that this manuscript was copied in England by an English
scribe, although I would not care to be any more specific than that.37

So, we have here three provincials, probably sharing a fairly close common
exemplar, copied fairly close in time, but two originating from the Capetian
court and one from England. The closeness of timing and transmission
makes the difference between them – or between their conceptions of
European geopolitics – all the more jarring.

In BnF Latin 6191, copied for the Capetian chancery, there is a heading In
Francia – ‘In France’ – and then are listed continuously the archiepiscopal cities
of Lyons, Sens, Reims, Rouen, Tours, Bourges and Bordeaux, and all the cities of
the suffragan bishops of those archdioceses. Auch and Narbonne are listed sep-
arately – under the heading ‘In Gascony’ – but otherwise Francia in this manu-
script looks fairly similar to l’hexagon, modern-day France. The provincial in
Philip Augustus’s registers takes an even more expansive view of Francia.38

Under the heading In Francia comes every archdiocese from Lyons to
Narbonne (and hence all of their suffragan cities and bishops). BL Additional
34254 does not quite share this interpretation. To the copyist of BL
Additional 34254 – probably based in England – only Lyons, Sens and Reims
(and their suffragan cities) were In Francia. Rouen and Tours (and their suffra-
gans) were ‘In Normandy’; Bordeaux, Bourges and Auch were ‘In Aquitaine’,
and Narbonne was In Gothia – the lands in the south also known as
Septimania or Languedoc.

BL ADDITIONAL 34254 BNF LATIN 6191 PHILIP AUGUSTUS’S REGISTER

In France (In Francia) In France
(In Francia)

In France (In Francia)

Lyons Lyons Lyons

36 Wiedemann, ‘Joy of Lists’, 90–1.
37 Although note that it was acquired by the BL from a German antiquarian in 1892: Nicholas

Vincent, Peter des Roches: An Alien in English Politics, 1205–1238 (Cambridge, 1996), 98 n. 50.
38 On Francia vs. Rex Francorum, see John Baldwin, The Government of Philip Augustus: Foundations of

French Royal Power in the Middle Ages (Berkeley, 1986), 360–1. There seems little doubt that Francia
designated the broader French kingdom to Philip and his courtiers.
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Sens Sens Sens

Reims Reims Reims

In Normandy (In Normannia)

Rouen Rouen Rouen

Tours Tours Tours

In Aquitaine (In Aquitania)

Bourges Bourges Bourges

Bordeaux Bordeaux Bordeaux

In Gascony (In Wasconia)

Auch Auch Auch

In Languedoc (In Gothia)

Narbonne Narbonne Narbonne

There may be any number of reasons why such variation in rubrics
occurred. A fairly obvious one springs to mind, however. Prior to 1202–5,
the king of England had also been duke of Normandy, duke of Aquitaine and
count of Touraine and Poitou. Philip Augustus of France, however, seized
Normandy, Touraine, and Anjou and Poitou north of the Loire, and both
Philip and his successor Louis VIII (r.1223–6) had designs on Aquitaine. The
king of England would be reduced to a rump duchy of Gascony.39

Around 1220, therefore, the Capetian court preferred to obliterate the exist-
ence of Normandy as a separate political unit, and Aquitaine was likewise
either to be erased or reduced down merely to ‘Gascony’. Those territories
which had been under the authority of the English kings and their sons –
broadly corresponding to the ecclesiastical provinces of Rouen (Normandy),
Tours (Touraine and Brittany) and Bordeaux (Aquitaine/Gascony), most obvi-
ously – were now merely part of Francia. The copyist of our English provincial,
however, preferred an older view, where Normandy and greater Aquitaine
were still distinct from Francia; perhaps one day to be reclaimed.

And it is not simply a case of the Capetian provincials reflecting reality and
the English provincial looking back to a lost past. The Capetian provincials put
the Poitevan bishoprics – Poitiers, Saintes, Angoulême, Périgueux (all suffra-
gans of Bordeaux) – unequivocally in Francia, whereas in BL Additional
34254 they were ‘In Aquitaine’ – the king of England’s duchy. A few years
after these provincials were written, in 1224, Louis VIII made war on Poitou,
capturing La Rochelle and receiving the allegiance of most of the county.40

Louis realised the claim made in the Capetian provincials in 1220: that

39 David Carpenter, The Minority of Henry III (1990), 374–5; idem, Magna Carta (2015), 199–203;
Baldwin, The Government of Philip Augustus, 191–6.

40 Carpenter, Minority, 343–75; Maurice Powicke, King Henry III and the Lord Edward: The
Community of the Realm in the Thirteenth Century (2 vols., Oxford, 1947), I, 171–6.
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Poitou was part of Francia, not Aquitaine; part of his domain, not the king of
England’s.

The political conflicts of the early thirteenth century were played out
through diplomacy and on the battlefield, but also through the Roman provin-
cial. Did Normandy and Aquitaine still ‘exist’ or was Francia the prime political
unit of Western Europe? Of what precisely ‘France’ – Francia – consisted varied,
depending on which provincial one looked at.

At this stage, we might ask whether the headings in the provincial manu-
scripts actually mattered to the kings of France and England. Fortunately,
Florian Mazel has found evidence that they did, at least later in the thirteenth
century.41 In 1297, the King of France, Philip IV (r.1285–1314), was seeking to
incorporate the city of Lyons within his sphere of influence. To do this, he had
to find justifications and proofs that the city had always been under the authority
of the French king. One of his scribes hit upon the evidence of the Roman provin-
cial. Around August 1297 the French administration sent a list of proofs that
Lyons was part of the kingdom of France to Pope Boniface VIII. One item stated:

It is found in the register of the Roman Court – a transcript of which is
said to be among the registers of the French court – that the archdiocese
of Lyons is in the kingdom of France, and is enumerated among the arch-
dioceses of the kingdom of France.42

Since the Roman provincial said that the archbishop of Lyons was in France,
then the whole city of Lyons must be too. Philip IV appealed to the authority
of the Roman provincial when seeking to expand the royal reach. The rubrics
of the provincial mattered, and could be interpreted as reflecting geopolitical
and regnal divisions, as well as ecclesiastical ones.

The Scottish Church in the provincial: Church politics

BL Additional 34254, BnF Latin 6191 and the provincial in Philip Augustus’s reg-
isters are remarkable for another reason: their presentation of the Scottish
Church, which all of them get ‘wrong’, at least as far as historians of medieval
Scotland would probably judge. Those familiar with the Scottish Church will
know that, between c. 1192 and 1472, most of the Scottish dioceses were anom-
alous within the universal Church: St Andrews, Glasgow, Caithness, Dunkeld,
Dunblane, Brechin, Aberdeen, Moray, Ross and possibly Argyll and Whithorn

41 Mazel, L’évêque et le territoire, 371.
42 Acta imperii Angliae et Franciae, 1267–1313, ed. Fritz Kern (Tubingen, 1911), no. 274, pp. 201–6; see

also ibid., no. 270, pp. 198–9. While this claim was accurate for the provincials kept by the Capetian
court (e.g. Les registres de Philippe Auguste, ed. Baldwin et al., 367; BnF Latin 6191; BnF Latin 4910), it
was not universally true: BL, Cotton, Galba, E IV (s.xivin) put Lyons ‘In Burgundy’ rather than In
Francia (f. 153v); and Innocent III also implicitly assumed Lyons was outside the French realm
when he told Philip II that ‘even if he [Peter of Capua, the papal legate] had departed beyond
the bounds of the kingdom of the French ( fines regni Francorum), he had not left the boundaries
of his legation, because not only in the kingdom of the French, but even in the provinces of
Vienne, Lyons and Besançon, he had received the solicitude of legation enjoined on him by us’,
X. 1. 30. 7., Corpus Iuris Canonici, ed. Emil Friedberg (2 vols., Leipzig, 1879), II, 185.
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too (de facto) were exempt dioceses. They did not owe obedience to any superior
other than the pope. This unusual ecclesiastical exemption was granted to them
by the pope at the end of the twelfth century in a privilege, Cum universi. By this
they were freed from the archbishop of York, who claimed jurisdiction over the
Scottish dioceses.43 In 1472 St Andrews was raised to the rank of archdiocese, fol-
lowed closely by Glasgow, and the structure of the Scottish Church fell into line
with that elsewhere in Christendom: bishop – metropolitan archbishop – pope.44

Some early provincials get this right. BS, Msc. Can. 91, for example, lists the
eleven Scottish dioceses, and next to each one writes qui est domini pape – ‘this
belongs to the lord pope’, that is to say, these dioceses were exempt. The
Capetian provincials take a different tack, however. Both claim that Argyll is
exempt, but none of the other Scottish dioceses. Instead, St Andrews is raised
to the rank of an archdiocese and the other Scottish bishops are listed as suf-
fragans of St Andrews. This might be the moment to reiterate that these pro-
vincials were copied in c. 1220, some 252 years before St Andrews was actually
made an archbishopric. It is possible that this was a knowing and intentional
change by a copyist who was supportive of St Andrews’ claims to be an arch-
diocese, but it is equally likely that our copyist (unaware of the complexities of
the Scottish situation) was simply tidying up, bringing Scotland into line with
what they knew the ecclesiastical hierarchy ought to look like.

BL Additional 34254 is more subtle. If we turn back to the geographical
order of the provincial (which I gave in the introduction), we see that almost
every provincial manuscript lists England, then Scandinavia (Denmark –
Norway – Sweden), then Scotland. BL Additional 34254 has – uniquely –
moved Scotland to immediately after England. Thus BL Additional 34254 reads:

Archiepiscopus Eboracensis hos habet The archbishop of York has these

Dunelmensem Durham

Carleocensem Carlisle

In Scotia In Scotland

Episcopatus Sancti Andree The diocese of St Andrews

Glascuensis Glasgow

Candide Case Galloway

Dulcheldensis Dunkeld

Dunblanensis Dunblane

Brechinensis Brechin

43 Dauvit Broun, Scottish Independence and the Idea of Britain: From the Picts to Alexander III
(Edinburgh, 2007), 124–46; Andrew D. M. Barrell, ‘Scotland and the Papacy in the Reign of
Alexander II’, in The Reign of Alexander II, 1214–49, ed. Richard Oram (Leiden, 2005), 157–77, at
172–4.

44 Leslie MacFarlane, ‘The Primacy of the Scottish Church, 1472–1521’, Innes Review, 20 (1969),
111–29, at 111.
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Aberdonensis Aberdeen

Murensis Moray

Rosmarchinensis Ross

Catanensis Caithness

Aregaithel qui est domini pape Argyll, which belongs to the lord pope

As with the Capetian provincials, BL Additional 34254 claims that only Argyll
is exempt. Unlike the Capetian provincials, however, BL Additional 34254 does
not make St Andrews an archdiocese. The logical conclusion to draw, if one fol-
lows the internal organisation of the provincial, is that Argyll is exempt but all
the other Scottish dioceses are subject to the most recent preceding archbishop,
since the heading for that archdiocese would read: ‘The archbishop of X has these
suffragans’ and the Scottish bishops would follow underneath. Normally, that
would mean the Scottish bishops were subject to the archbishop of Uppsala in
Sweden, since in most provincial manuscripts Scotland immediately follows
Sweden. But, because the copyist of BL Additional 34254 has moved the
Scottish bishops to come immediately after England, this has the effect of making
all the Scottish bishops (bar Argyll) suffragan to York. The list, as given above,
seems unequivocal: ‘the archbishop of York has these’, then Durham and
Carlisle; then the heading ‘In Scotland’ to show we are moving into a different
political unit, a different kingdom; then the ten Scottish bishops, all implicitly
dependent on York. The copyist of BL Additional 34254 has undone the terms
of Cum universi and made the Scottish Church once more subject to York. They
have not, however, claimed that Scotland is subject to England: the heading In
Scotia makes it clear that it is a separate political unit, but not a separate eccle-
siastical unit.

Admittedly, in the light of Gerald of Wales’s testimony above, we should
note that the English suffragan dioceses of York are given in the accusative
and the Scottish dioceses in the nominative – might this have given a clever
advocate of Scottish ecclesiastical independence a line of argument for their
position? Potentially yes: grammatically the Scottish dioceses do not agree
with the hos … [suffrageneos] subject to York. They might not be covered.
Perhaps the copyist neglected to change the Scottish dioceses from the nom-
inative to the accusative when they moved the Scottish bishops (which was
rather careless). Nonetheless, I do think that here, in BL Additional 34254,
there has been an attempt to rewrite the ecclesiastical history of Scotland
and make York (doubtless rightfully, in our copyist’s eyes) into the metropol-
itan archbishop of Scotland.

By the fifteenth century at the latest, Scottish copyists of the provincial were
happy to play the English at this game. Cambridge, Corpus Christi College
[CCCC], 171A is the first volume of the manuscript of Walter Bower’s
Scotichronicon, written in Inchcolm in the 1440s.45 As well as the Scotichronicon
– the chronicle of the Scots – CCCC 171A contains a provincial. Originally, this

45 Walter Bower, Scotichronicon, gen. ed. D. E. R. Watt (9 vols., Edinburgh and Aberdeen, 1987–98),
VIII: Books XV and XVI, ix–x.
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provincial, like most provincials, listed the Scottish dioceses as exempt. However,
a later hand has noted the 1472 elevation of St Andrews to an archdiocese and
included the dioceses of the Orkneys and the Isles as ‘In Scotland’ and under St
Andrews. Even more interesting, however, is a comment in the original hand
regarding the English dioceses.

Archiepiscopus Eboracen’ hos habet
suffraganeos: The archbishop of York has these suffragans:

Dunelmen’ Durham

Carleonen’ vel Cardoneten’ Carlisle

qui debet esse suffraganeus episcopo
Glasguen’

who ought to be subject to the bishop of Glasgow

The copyist here decided to assert that either the territory of the bishop of
Carlisle, or the bishop of Carlisle himself, ought to be subject to Glasgow. This
was a claim in keeping with the rest of the Scotichronicon. Book XI of the
Scotichronicon, in its account of the pleading of Scottish proctors before Pope
Boniface VIII in 1301 that Scotland was not subject to England, noted that:

when King David of Scotland [David I, r.1124–53] died at Carlisle in peace-
ful possession of the counties of Cumbria, Northumbria and Westmorland
… King Henry of England [Henry II, r.1154–89] violently invaded and occu-
pied the said counties … and on his own authority, as it seems, erected a
cathedral church at Carlisle, a place which previously had been of the dio-
cese of Glasgow …46

The claims of Glasgow over Carlisle had a history older than the
Scotichronicon. The chronicle of Lanercost in its entry for 1258, recounted the
attempts of John de Cheam, Bishop of Glasgow, to expand Glasgow’s authority
over Carlisle in the 1260s. The parts of the Lanercost Chronicle up to 1297 are
believed to be based on a now lost Franciscan chronicle (subsequently added to
by a canon of Lanercost).47

John de Cheam succeeded Bishop William of Bondington in the Church of
Glasgow, having been collated by the pope and consecrated in the curia;
[he was] born in southern England, but greatly hostile to England, for in
his last days, with increasing cupidity, he was claiming an ancient right in
Westmorland, in prejudice to the church of Carlisle, saying that up to the
Rere Cross in Stainmore pertained to his diocese …48

46 Bower, Scotichronicon, VI: Books XI and XII, ed. Norman F. Shead et al., 154–5.
47 A. G. Little, ‘The Authorship of the Lanercost Chronicle’, English Historical Review, 31 (1916),

269–79, at 272–4.
48 Chronicon de Lanercost MCCI–MCCCXLVI, ed. Joseph Stevenson (Edinburgh, 1839), 65.
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The Rere Cross, or Rey Cross, is a stone cross between Barnard Castle and
Penrith, close to the borders between Cumbria, North Yorkshire and County
Durham. If Glasgow’s episcopal authority stretched to the Rey Cross, then a
huge swathe of northwest England would fall under the ecclesiastical jurisdic-
tion of the bishop of Glasgow. Probably not coincidentally, this area, Cumbria
and Westmorland, was an occasional claim of the kings of Scotland. David I had
ruled Cumbria, and even exercised authority over a ‘a greater
Scoto-Northumbrian realm extending to the Ribble and the Tyne’, although
Henry II then regained control of northern England in the second half of
the twelfth century.49 Alexander II (r.1214–49) seems to have sought rule of
the same counties when he joined the baronial revolt against King John in
1215–17. The twenty-five barons of the Magna Carta security clause recognised
Alexander’s claims to the northern counties, and Alexander was apparently
invested with Northumberland. Practically, Alexander exercised considerable
power in the north, especially in Cumbria, until driven out by King John.50

Scottish royal hegemony over northern England was far from unimaginable.
The legacy of these claims to northwest England is written into the

Scotichronicon’s provincial. The claim of the provincial is not too extreme –
Carlisle ‘ought to be subject to the bishop of Glasgow’ – but it reflects a long-
standing belief that the diocese of Carlisle rightly belonged to Glasgow, and per-
haps also reflected the Scottish kings’ claims to Northumberland, Cumbria and
Westmorland. Again, it was apparently thought that the provincial was the place
to record those claims; the authoritative text for the political and ecclesiastical
geographies and jurisdictions of Europe. What was woven through the text of
the provincial was woven through the lands of Christendom.

Spain (and Brittany) over the centuries

When we turn our attention to the rubrics used for the Iberian peninsula, we
see not so much conflict between competing interpretations, but more devel-
opment over time. The early provincials, from the first half or so of the thir-
teenth century, tended not to separate out the Iberian kingdoms. Until the
fifteenth century, there were a number of Christian kingdoms on the penin-
sula: Portugal; Castile-León (divided 1157; reunited 1230); Aragon-Catalonia
and Navarre. Of course, there were also the Islamic states in the south, but
these were not included in the Roman provincial. During the first half of the
thirteenth century, there were also four ecclesiastical provinces in Iberia:
the archbishop of Braga in Portugal; Tarragona in Aragon-Catalonia; and
Toledo and Compostela in Castile-León. Seville was reconquered in 1248, and
in the early fourteenth century Zaragoza was also raised to the level of metro-
politan archbishop by John XXII.51 The early thirteenth-century provincials do

49 Keith Stringer, ‘Kingship, Conflict and State-Making in the Reign of Alexander II: The War of
1215–17 and Its Context’, in The Reign of Alexander II, 1214–49, ed. Richard Oram (Leiden, 2005),
99–156, at 101.

50 Carpenter, Magna Carta, 404–5; Stringer, ‘War of 1215–17’, 117–46.
51 Peter Linehan, Spain, 1157–1300: A Partible Inheritance (Malden, MA, 2008), 69; idem, History and

the Historians of Medieval Spain (Oxford, 1993), 507. On John’s reforms, see also Fabrice Delivré, ‘Les
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not really bother to note which dioceses and archdioceses were in which king-
dom; the regnal divisions of Iberia did not seem to concern our copyists.

BL Additional 34254 gave all the Iberian dioceses under the headings ‘In
Catalonia’ (for the province of Tarragona) and ‘In Spain (Hispania)’ for the
provinces of Braga, Compostela and Toledo. BnF Latin 6191 simply listed
Tarragona, Toledo, Braga and Compostela as In Hispania; and BnF Latin
5011 also put all four ecclesiastical provinces under Hispania. Ditto for BnF
Latin 8874. Paris, Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève, 792 – which probably
dates to the first half of the thirteenth century – noted that Tarragona was
In Hyspania, but Toledo, Braga and Compostela were in Tolleranus, presumably
meaning Tolletanus – Toledo.52 This peculiar division might have been
intended to emphasise the claims of Toledo to be primate of Spain, and
hence holding jurisdiction even over the archbishops of Braga and
Compostela.53 Hispania was hardly an unknown term in the thirteenth cen-
tury: the Visigoths had called their kingdom Hispania.54 By the eleventh cen-
tury Gregory VII could address Alfonso VI of Castile-León as ‘King of the
Spains’ (rex Hispaniarum), presumably reflecting both the break-up of the pen-
insula into multiple kingdoms – multiple ‘Spains’ – and the fact that Alfonso
dominated all of them.55 Innocent III’s chancery in 1210 sent a privilege to
Rodrigo Jiménez de Rada, Archbishop of Toledo and ‘primate of the Spains’
(Hyspaniarium primas), confirming his primacy ‘through the kingdoms of
the Spains’ ( per Hyspaniarium regna).56 Whether of course this ‘Spain’, or
these ‘Spains’, included the Islamic states in the south is open to question.
Nonetheless, Hispania, or Hispaniae, seems to have been a term covering the
Christian Iberian realms in general. Initially therefore, in the thirteenth-
century provincials, it appears that there was very little attempt to map
the specific Iberian regnal divisions onto the Spanish and Portuguese
Church, and into the provincial.

A century later that had changed. The provincial in Venice, Bibliotheca
Nazionale Marciana, Lat. Z. 399 (=1610) – part of Paolino Veneto’s
Compendium gestarum rerum regnorumque originem, illustrated in Avignon and
probably dating from between 1321 and 1326 – offers a rather more

dioceses méridionaux d’après le Provinciale Romanum (xiie–xve siècle)’, in Lieux sacrés et espace
ecclésial (ixe–xve siècle), ed. Julien Théry (Toulouse, 2011), 395–420.

52 Wiedemann, ‘Joy of Lists’, 66 n. 6, suggests a date in the later 1210s, but I am inclined to think
the manuscript is slightly later than this.

53 On the primacy dispute, see Fabrice Delivré, ‘The Foundations of Primatial Claims in the
Western Church (Eleventh–Thirteenth Centuries)’, Journal of Ecclesiastical History, 59 (2008), 383–
406, at 390–3; Linehan, History and the Historians, 269–87, 352–84; Robert Benson, ‘Provincia =
Regnum’, in Prédication et propagande au Moyen Age: Islam, Byzance, Occident, ed. George Makdisi,
Dominique Sourdel and Janine Sourdel-Thomine (Paris, 1983), 41–69, at 44–9.

54 Janna Bianchini, ‘Re-defining Medieval Spain’, English Historical Review, 126 (2011), 1167–79, at
1168.

55 Das Register Gregors VII., ed. Erich Caspar (2 vols., Berlin, 1920–3), MGH Epp. sel. II, II, no. 7.6,
pp. 465–7.

56 Die Register Innocenz’ III. 13. Jahrgang (1210/1211). Texte und Indices, ed. Andrea Sommerlechner
et al. (Vienna, 2015), no. 5, pp. 10–15.
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complicated picture of Iberia.57 First of all, there are multiple rubrics: the arch-
dioceses of Tarragona, Zaragoza and, oddly, Toledo are In regno Aragonie et
Cathalonie – ‘In the kingdom of Aragon and Catalonia’. Compostela is In regno
Castelle et Legionis – ‘In the kingdom of Castile and León’ – and Braga and
Seville are In regno Portugallie – ‘in the kingdom of Portugal’. Even below
those general rubrics, there is more specificity. Several of Zaragoza’s suffragan
dioceses are noted as being isti erant Tarragon’ – ‘these belonged to Tarragona’;
that is, they were subject to the archbishop of Tarragona until the elevation of
Zaragoza to archdiocesan status. Among those bishops subject to Braga, five –
Coimbra, Viseu, Ourense, Lamego and Tui – all have noted next to them In
regno Legionis – ‘in the kingdom of León’. Although the accuracy of all this detail
is questionable (was Coimbra really in León? was Seville really in Portugal?),
there has clearly been an attempt here to indicate the regnal divisions of
fourteenth-century Iberia.

BAV, Ott. Lat. 333, dating to around 1346, makes a slightly better fist of the
Iberian peninsula.58 Tarragona and Zaragoza are ‘In Aragon and Catalonia’;
Toledo is ‘In Spain’ (In Yspania); Compostela is ‘In the kingdom of Castile and
León’ and Braga and Seville are ‘In the kingdom of Portugal’. Within the prov-
inces, the dioceses of Huesca, Tarazona, Calahorra, Segovia and
Segorbe-Albarracín were seemingly noted as ‘In the kingdom of Navarre’;
Evora is ‘In the kingdom of Portugal’, as are Lisbon and Guarda; while
Lamego, Tui, Lugo, Astorga and Mondoñedo are all ‘in the kingdom of León’.
There are still quibbles (surely Huesca and Tarazona were actually in
Aragon-Catalonia?) but there is a pretty clear recognition of the peculiar real-
ity of peninsula politics; ecclesiastical provinces did not match up fully with
regnal polities; the suffragan bishops of an archbishop in one kingdom were
not necessarily all in the same kingdom.

A similar process is visible when provincials came to the archdiocese of
Tours and the duchy of Brittany. Although Tours was – obviously – in
Touraine, most of the suffragan bishops of Tours were in Brittany.
Fourteenth-century provincials often noted this, but it is clearest in the
later fifteenth-century provincial in BAV, Ott Lat 65: Le Mans and Angers are
listed as subject to Tours; Saint-Brieuc, Saint-Malo, Dol and Rennes followed,
but were noted as In Brittania Galllicana – ‘in Gallic Brittany’. The remaining dio-
ceses – Nantes, Quimper, Vannes, Léon and Tréguier – were ‘in Britannic
Brittany’ (in Britania Britonice or in Brittania Brittonizante). The distinction
here is a linguistic rather than a political one: Britannic Brittany corresponds
to Lower Brittany, where Breton was spoken, while Gallic Brittany is the
French-speaking Upper Brittany. Whether Nantes could be said to be in
Breton-speaking Brittany is open to question, but otherwise Quimper,
Vannes, Léon and Tréguier correspond to the (apparently slightly arbitrary)

57 Catherine Léglu, ‘“Just as Fragments are Part of a Vessel”: A Translation into Medieval Occitan
of the Life of Alexander the Great’, Florilegium: Journal of the Canadian Society of Medievalists/Société
canadienne des médiévistes, 31 (2014), 55–76, at 57; Paolino Veneto: storico, narratore e geografo, ed.
Roberta Morosini and Marcello Ciccuto (Rome, 2020).

58 Cf. Olomouc, Statni Archiv, C/O 422.
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four modern dialects of Breton (Kernev, Vannetais, Léon and Treger).59 Indeed,
the modern decision to use dioceses to divide Brittany linguistically seems to
have a medieval precedent in the provincial. Fourteenth-century and later pro-
vincials sought to map secular political (in Iberia) and linguistic (in Brittany)
divisions onto ecclesiastical provinces.

The view from the east

The provincial manuscript from the furthest east (at least, the furthest east
known to me) is Wrocław, Wrocław University Library [WUL], R 262. It dates
from the first half of the fifteenth century and comes from the Bibliotheca
Rehdigeriana, the library collected by the Wrocław native and bibliophile
Thomas Rehdiger in the sixteenth century.60 The picture which WUL R 262 pre-
sents is the reverse of that often found in Western provincial manuscripts:
WUL R 262 has a pretty good idea of what the ecclesiastical province of
Gniezno should look like, but a slightly more questionable view of what, for
example, the ecclesiastical province of Canterbury looks like.

WUL R 262 is very nearly the only provincial I have seen which even has the
correct number of dioceses under the archbishop of Gniezno, six: Cracow;
Poznań; Wrocław; Płock; Włocławek; Lebus. As a comparison, BL Additional
34254, the English provincial from c. 1221–2, lists nine bishops under
Gniezno, as does the mid-fourteenth-century provincial in the registers of
Pope Clement VI (Vatican City, Archivum Apostolicum Vaticanum [AAV],
Reg. Avin. 57, ff. 446r–450v). The extra dioceses are invariably accidental dupli-
cates. BL Additional 34254 has, for example: Włocławek; Wrocław; Lebus;
Włocławek (again, as Kuyavia); Płock; Cracow; Poznań; Płock (again, as
Mazovia); and either Kamień Pomorski or Włocławek yet again (as
Pomerania). Kamień Pomorski is not listed in WUL R 262, probably because
(as the copyist of the Polish provincial presumably knew) it was an exempt dio-
cese, not subject to the archbishop of Gniezno at all, and politically Kamień
was not part of the kingdom of Poland but more-or-less the diocese of the
duchy of Pomerania.61

59 L. A. Timm, ‘Modernization and Language Shift: The Case of Brittany’, Anthropological
Linguistics, 15 (1973), 281–98, especially 286–7; Ian Press, ‘Breton’, in The Celtic Languages, 2nd
edn, ed. Martin J. Ball and Nicole Müller (Abingdon, 2009), 427–87, at 427–30.

60 Adam Poznański, ‘Medieval Manuscripts at the Wrocław University Library: An Overview of
the Collections and their Digital Preservation’, Gazette du livre médiéval, 64 (2018), 87–90, at 88.

61 Przemysław Nowak, ‘Das Papsttum und Ostmitteleuropa (Böhmen-Mähren, Polen, Ungarn)
vom ausgehenden 10. bis zum Beginn des 13. Jahrhunderts’, in Rom und die Regionen. Studien zur
Homogenisierung der lateinischen Kirche, ed. Jochen Johrendt and Harald Müller (Berlin, 2012), 331–
70, at 349; Jacek Maciejewski, ‘A Divided Diocese at the End of the Christian World: The Case of
the Bishopric of Włocławek’, España Medieval, 45 (2022), 15–30; Broun, Scottish Independence and
the Idea of Britain, 132–3; Winfried Irgang, ‘Libertas ecclesiae und landesherrliche Gewalt –
Vergleich zwischen dem Reich und Polen’, in Das Reich und Polen: Parallelen, Interaktionen und
Formen der Akkulturation im Hohen und Späten Mittelalter, ed. Alexander Patschovsky and Thomas
Wünsch (Stuttgart, 2003), 93–118, at 97–9; Jerzy Wyrozumski, ‘Poland in the Eleventh and
Twelfth Centuries’, in New Cambridge Medieval History, IV: c.1024–c.1198, pt 2, ed. David Luscombe
and Jonathan Riley-Smith (Cambridge, 2004), 277–89, at 283–4.
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The western provincials almost invariably were unaware of the status of
Kamień Pomorski as an exempt diocese, with the exception of the provincial
of Clement VI. Even Clement’s provincial, however, duplicated some of the
Polish dioceses: Płock is listed twice (once as Mazovia) and there is a bishop
of Pomerania, even though both Włocławek and Kamień Pomorski are listed
separately. WUL R 262 is one of the very few provincials I have seen which
get Gniezno province right at all.

However, WUL R 262 makes an interesting error in its description of
England. The cities of Coventry and Lichfield are listed consecutively but
with a note next to them: isti sunt coniuncti et exempti – ‘these are joined and
exempt’. Coventry and Lichfield were indeed unified – it is not uncommon
for provincials to note dioceses which have been unified – but they certainly
were not exempt. I do not know of any source which suggests that the bishop
of Coventry and Lichfield was exempt from the jurisdiction of the archbishop
of Canterbury. What we have here is simply the inverse of the English provin-
cials which had only a vague idea how many bishops there were in Poland;
Polish provincials were unclear on whether all the English bishops were actu-
ally subject to Canterbury and York. Indeed, since almost every provincial I
have seen gets the number of Polish bishops and cities wrong – including
the provincial in the registers of Clement VI and the list of tribute-paying
ecclesiastical institutions in the 1192 papal Liber censuum (which might have
had the same base list as the c. 1200 provincial) – it seems almost certain
that even the Curia did not know how many dioceses there were supposed to be in
Poland.62 That is quite a radical – though very plausible – inference.63

The conclusion here might seem obvious: provincials were more likely to
get their local geography ‘right’ and more distant geography ‘wrong’. But
that is an important conclusion; it demonstrates that different manuscripts
did vary depending on where they were written. If the provincial from
Wrocław corrected the ecclesiastical geography of Poland, what else did the
copyist change? If the English provincial totally misunderstood how many
bishops there were in Poland, what else did he get wrong? Only further
research will tell.

Conclusion

This essay might appear to be a collection of slightly disconnected observa-
tions; but these illustrations are intended to show the variation and richness
of the provincial manuscripts; no two are the same; the reasons for changes
are multiplex; and it is the changes which matter. The analysis I am advocating

62 BAV, Vat. Lat. 8486, ff. 38r–38v; Paul Fabre, Louis Duchesne and Guillaume Mollat (eds.), Le
Liber censuum de l’Église Romaine (3 vols., Paris, 1889–1952), I, 150–1. Wrocław; Lebus;
Włocławek/Kuyavia (written over an erasure); Płock; Cracow; Poznań; Płock (again, as Mazovia);
and Kamień Pomorski (as Pomerania), the bishop of which apparently owed an annual census of
one gold piece.

63 On the relationship between the papacy and the Polish Church, see Agata Zielinska and Igor
Razum, ‘The Papacy and the Region, Church Structure, and Clergy’, in Oxford Handbook of Medieval
Central Europe, ed. Nada Zečević and Daniel Ziemann (Oxford, 2022), 457–82.
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here is, of course, complicated. It is very difficult to locate the time and place
of production for most provincials accurately. This means that trying to work
out who might have altered the text – and their motivation to do so – is often
speculative. Nonetheless there are cases where we can be fairly confident of
the who and the when, which allows us to put forward an argument for the
why. And that is more or less how most historians always work.

The provincial was the authoritative text for the geopolitical and ecclesias-
tical organisation of Christendom between the thirteenth and fifteenth centur-
ies; that was why copyists sought to amend it, to bring it into line with what
they thought, or ‘knew’, the world ought to look like. This is one avenue of
future research on the provincial, and I believe it to be potentially the most
interesting.

However, pursuing this approach also necessitates a holistic approach to the
provincial manuscripts: what can the other material in the manuscripts tell us
about (1) the copyist and their milieu; (2) what their interests and aims might
have been in keeping (and altering) a provincial? The obvious example is
Bower and the Scotichronicon, discussed above. We can reasonably link his
account in the chronicle proper about Glasgow’s claims to Carlisle with the
statement in his provincial asserting that Carlisle should be subject to Glasgow.

The number, richness and variation of manuscripts which include a provin-
cial will provide plenty of avenues for comparison of differences between
provincials, and evidence for why copyists made changes. The task is a huge
one – it seems likely that the surviving number of provincial manuscripts is
in triple figures. The potential rewards, however, are significant: an insight
into the way that many people in the high Middle Ages saw their world – or
how they wanted to see it.
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